The Canon REALiS WUX450 Pro AV Compact Installation LCOS Projector combines the exceptional picture quality of large installation projectors with the plug-and-play convenience of portables. A trim 13 lb. unit, the Canon REALiS WUX450 delivers WUXGA (1920 x 1200) resolution 16:10 widescreen images with 4500 lumens of brightness and up to a 2000:1 contrast ratio. Built into the REALiS WUX450 is a next-generation Canon AISYS 5.0 optical engine that maximizes the imaging performance of the projector’s advanced Canon LCOS display panels. The REALiS WUX450 also features a sophisticated Canon optical solution that delivers a consistent fixed f/2.8 aperture with virtually no brightness fall-off throughout its entire 1.8x zoom range. Advanced features include four point keystone correction, simultaneous Picture-by-Picture HDMI and DVI split-screen display, built-in edge blending with easy registration adjustment, and manual lens-shift adjustment for installation flexibility and projector stacking. A full suite of networking features including full control over IP and content streaming, and a Network Multi Projection system that allows for video streaming (not audio) via LAN to the projector in multiple modes. A new long-life filter system and projection lamp provides easy maintenance and lower total cost of ownership.
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Flexible Network Management

Built into the new Canon REALIS WUX450 is a full suite of networking features, including full control over IP and content streaming. An Ethernet (LAN) interface enables advanced remote control and monitoring capabilities (including power management, usage tracking, and other control functions). Key networking features also include a content-streaming capability, which does not require dedicated software and allows one or more PCs to connect to a projector over a standard LAN to share content. This NMPJ (Network Multi Projection) system has the ability to show content from up to four different PCs on a single screen (in Classroom Mode only). Content can be streamed from any point with a network connection to a projector, either within a room or in multiple locations, simplifying installation. And the REALIS WUX450 offers placement flexibility with its sophisticated Canon optical solution which delivers a consistent fixed aperture of f/2.8. This means that there is no light lost across its entire 1.8x zoom range, so users get the lumens they need – and paid for – when adding distance or zooming.

Connectability

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

- Projector
- VGA-VGA Cable
- Remote Control
- Lens Cap
- Power Cord
- Warranty Card
- Instruction Book (CD-ROM)
- Important Information (Book)
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